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Midnight Peacock
Inspiration for the Midnight Peacock collection came from  
the very origins of the beautiful species after which the  
range is named.

The Midnight Peacock came from specially breeding green 
peafowls in order to create a desirable creature which was 
highly opulent and stylish in looks.

The Peacock design is lasered out from the mirrored black 
exterior, and beautifully highlighted by the rich gold interior 
which shines through!

Each of the five shapes in the collection are sold as sets of two, 
and come packed in smart boxes.

®
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Artland  Midnight Peacock

Gift Box for Midnight PeacockSet of 2 Midnight Peacock DOF Tumblers 
85×85×95mm / 45cl 
ART51196ST2

NEW

Set of 2 Midnight Peacock Champagne Flutes 
70×70×250mm / 20cl 
ART51194ST2

NEW

Set of 2 Midnight Peacock Wine Glasses 
95×95×210mm / 45cl 
ART51193ST2

NEW

Set of 2 Midnight Peacock Gin Glasses 
115×115×220mm / 70cl 
ART51198ST2

NEW

Set of 2 Midnight Peacock Cocktail Glasses 
125×125×200mm / 25cl 
ART51192ST2

NEW
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Peacock
Peacock has received a huge amount of publicity due to its 
unique look – a fantastically detailed peacock feather design 
on the exterior of the glass, where the colour gradiates from 
emerald green to a rich turquoise. This is complemented by 
the mirrored electroplated interior which reflects the feathered 
pattern within.

Due to the popularity of Peacock the range has grown 
considerably from its initial launch of just the Wine & Martini 
glasses. First with the addition of the Flute & Tumbler; then 
the Gin Glass in 2017, and now the Champagne Saucer and 
Hurricane Lamp!

®
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Artland  Peacock

Set of 2 Peacock Champagne Saucers 
115×115×180mm / 35cl 
ART51186ST2

Set of 2 Peacock DOF Tumblers 
85×85×95mm / 45cl 
ART51185ST2

Set of 2 Peacock Champagne Flutes 
70×70×250mm / 20cl 
ART51184ST2

Set of 2 Peacock Wine Glasses 
95×95×210mm / 45cl 
ART51183ST2

Set of 2 Peacock Gin Glasses 
115×115×220mm / 70cl 
ART51188ST2

Set of 2 Peacock Cocktail Glasses 
125×125×200mm / 25cl 
ART51182ST2

Peacock Hurricane Lamp 
140×140×150mm 
ART51189
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Tropical Leaves
Artland’s Tropical Leaves range is exotic in more ways than one!

There is a huge amount happening within each mouthblown 
glass. The outside of every bowl has a mirrored silvered 
finish from which is lasered out a rich foliage of leaves most 
commonly found in the rainforest! These leaves are made richer 
still by the soft green metallic interior which glows through the 
leaf silhouette and really makes it stand out from the silver.

Alongside the six drinking glasses in the range, being a wine 
glass, gin bowl, champagne saucer, martini glass and tumbler, 
Tropical Leaves also has within its collection two striking 
hurricane lamps, which when lit up look even more sensational!

®
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Artland  Tropical Leaves

Tropical Leaves Wine Glass 
90×90×235mm / 45cl 
ART30104

Tropical Leaves Champagne Flute 
70×70×250mm / 30cl 
ART30109

NEW

Tropical Leaves DOF Tumbler 
90×90×120mm / 55cl 
ART30106

Tropical Leaves Hurricane Lamp  
Small 
140×140×150mm 
ART30101

Tropical Leaves Hurricane Lamp  
Large 
140×140×200mm 
ART30100

Tropical Leaves Champagne Saucer 
115×115×190mm / 35cl 
ART30108

Tropical Leaves Cocktail Glass 
120×120×180mm / 25cl 
ART30105

Tropical Leaves Gin Glass 
115×115×220mm / 70cl 
ART30111
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Neon
Neon is unlike anything most have seen before.

The bottom of every bowl is decorated with three different 
colours, each electric hue taking up a third, and seamlessly 
changing from one to the next.

This is twinned with a crackle effect throughout the coloured 
area. Which, whilst it seems to run throughout the glass, can 
hardly be felt on the surface at all.

Through this combination of several techniques, each mouth 
blown glass is not only unique, but mesmerising to look at.

Available open stock in Flutes, Wines, Gins and Tumblers.

®
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Artland  Neon

Neon Gin Glass 
115×115×220mm / 70cl 
ART14903

Neon DOF Tumbler 
95×95×125mm / 55cl 
ART14902

Neon Wine Glass 
90×90×230mm / 45cl 
ART14900

Neon Champagne Flute 
60×60×270mm / 25cl 
ART14901
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Coppertino
Artland’s Coppertino range is yet another fantastic example 
of their ability to design and create modern glassware with a 
difference. 

The base of each of the contemporary, angular bowls is 
decorated with a hammer finished plating. This look is added to 
further by the dual colouring – with a smart, copper colouring 
on the outside and reflective silver inside. 

Each piece in the range is mouth blown and hand finished.

®
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Artland  Coppertino

Coppertino Cocktail Glass 
120×120×180mm / 25cl 
ART52032

Coppertino Champagne Flute 
70×70×260mm / 30cl 
ART52031

Coppertino Hiball Tumbler 
90×90×140mm / 55cl 
ART52033

Coppertino Wine Glass 
90×90×245mm / 45cl 
ART52030

Coppertino DOF Tumbler 
95×95×105mm / 50cl 
ART52034
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Filigree
Filigree is the latest innovation in plated glass from Artland, 
bringing a touch of retro elegance to your table!

Comprising two complementary coloured options, one a 
delicate lilac and the other a light jasper blue. Each of these 
colours is on the interior of the glass, whilst the exterior is 
brought to life with the silver plating.

Filigree features three glasses in each colour, wine, gin balloon 
and champagne saucer.

Each of the pairs within the range come gift boxed.

®
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Artland  Filigree

Set of 2 Filigree Champagne Saucers Blue 
115×115×195mm / 35cl 
ART52121ST2

NEW

Gift Box for Filigree Blue

Gift Box for Filigree Lilac

Set of 2 Filigree Wine Glasses Blue 
85×85×240mm / 55cl 
ART52122ST2

NEW

Set of 2 Filigree Gin Glasses Blue 
120×120×215mm / 75cl 
ART52120ST2

NEW

Set of 2 Filigree Champagne Saucers Lilac 
115×115×195mm / 35cl 
ART52111ST2

NEW

Set of 2 Filigree Wine Glasses Lilac 
85×85×240mm / 55cl 
ART52112ST2

NEW

Set of 2 Filigree Gin Glasses Lilac 
120×120×215mm / 75cl 
ART52110ST2

NEW
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Marine
Taking its inspiration from the deep blue sea, the Marine 
Collection brings a new look and feel to the Artland range.

Available as either a set of 4 goblets or 4 tumblers, each item 
is stylishly embossed with sea flora and fauna, with each piece 
in a different but cleverly co-ordinating colour bringing a tint of 
the ocean to your table.

Each set comes gift boxed to create an eye catching display.

®
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Artland  Marine

Gift Box for Set of 4 Marine DOF Tumblers Gift Box for Set of 4 Marine Goblets

Set of 4 Marine DOF Tumblers 
80×80×105mm / 30cl 
ART30041

NEW

Set of 4 Marine Goblets 
80×80×160mm / 25cl 
ART30040

NEW
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Highgate
Pressed glass is becoming increasingly popular as due to its 
robust nature it is ideal for use at home or within the hospitality 
environment. Not only this, but pressing, rather than blowing 
glass, allows you to push the complexity of the design. 
Highgate is a fantastic example of this, where the sloping 
gradient within the diamond design creates a highly tactile 
finish.

The colour of all four glasses is within the glass itself, and not 
sprayed on, making this range safe to use in the dishwasher.

Highgate comes beautifully gift boxed in a set of four assorted 
colours.

®
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Artland  Highgate

Gift Box for Set of 4 Highgate DOF TumblersGift Box for Set of 4 Highgate Hiball Tumblers Gift Box for Set of 4 Highgate Goblets

Set of 4 Highgate DOF Tumblers 
85×85×100mm / 30cl 
ART30032

Set of 4 Highgate Hiball Tumblers 
85×85×150mm / 45cl 
ART30031

Set of 4 Highgate Goblets 
90×90×170mm / 35cl 
ART30030
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Pearl Ridge
Pearl Ridge’s decorative relief twinned with the classic shapes, 
including footed wine goblets, trifle bowls and tumblers, 
creates a traditional assortment, reminiscent of summer and 
the countryside.

Made from pressed glass, this robust range comes beautifully 
gift packaged.

®
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Artland  Pearl Ridge

Gift Box for Set of 4 Pearl Ridge Wine GobletsPearl Ridge Trifle Bowl 
200×200×190mm / 260cl 
ART30004

Set of 4 Pearl Ridge DOF Tumblers 
85×85×110mm / 30cl 
ART30001

Set of 4 Pearl Ridge Hiball Tumblers 
90×90×135mm / 45cl 
ART30003

Set of 4 Pearl Ridge Wine Goblets 
85×85×145mm / 25cl 
ART30000

Set of 4 Pearl Ridge Mini Trifle Bowls 
100×100×95mm / 25cl 
ART30005
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Midnight
Midnight Black is a range of stylish glasses, which thanks to the 
deep, rich colour of each piece, not only does this range look 
spectacular sitting on the table, but they can also make  
for fantastic statement pieces!

Covering a total of six shapes each piece is mouth blown and 
hand crafted. Along with this, the colour is within the mass 
of the glass, and not sprayed on, making it safe to put in the 
dishwasher, without fear of the colour being washed away.

®
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Artland  Midnight

Midnight Black Champagne Flute 
45×45×270mm / 20cl 
ART13613 

Midnight Black Wine Glass 
65×65×210mm / 25cl 
ART13611

 

Midnight Black DOF Tumbler 
85×85×100mm / 45cl  
ART13616

 

Midnight Black Hiball Tumbler 
80×80×145mm / 55cl  
ART13615

 

Midnight Black Cocktail Glass 
115×115×190mm / 25cl  
ART13614

 

Midnight Black Goblet 
80×80×230mm / 30cl  
ART13610
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Mirage
Artland’s Mirage has a brilliant and mesmerising design which 
changes from jewel purple to blue, to green and gold… and 
back again! 

The crisp and clear bowls of the flute, wine and gin glass, sit 
atop a stem and foot plate which are completely coated in the 
most incredible multi-coloured, metallic decoration.

The DOF Tumbler has the same effect covering the bottom 
third of the glass, still allowing for that great mix of colour and 
clarity.

Due to the unique nature of the manufacturing process the 
order and thickness of the coloured bands will be different on 
every glass.

Each piece is hand crafted and mouth blown.

®
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Artland  Mirage

Mirage Champagne Flute 
60×60×250mm / 25cl 
ART12862

Mirage Wine Glass 
90×90×235mm / 55cl 
ART12861

Mirage Gin Glass 
115×115×215mm / 70cl 
ART12860

Mirage DOF Tumbler 
90×90×120mm / 55cl 
ART12863
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Sommelier
The designers at Artland have long recognised how good 
design in glass can help enhance one of the greatest pleasures 
– the appreciation of fine wines!

From the classic Sommelier carafe, designed to comfortably 
hold and pour a full bottle of wine, to the more intricate red 
wine carafe and aerator, or the innovative white wine cooling 
carafe these are all designed to be both practical and excellent 
for gifting!

Sitting perfectly alongside the carafes are the Bar Snackers – 
great for serving nuts and nibbles, these too come gift boxed.

®
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Artland  Sommelier

Gift Box for Set of 4 Bar SnackersGift Box for Sommelier Carafe Gift Box for Sommelier White Wine Cooling CarafeGift Box for Sommelier Red Wine Carafe with Aerator

Set of 4 Bar Snackers 
75×75×135mm / 35cl 
ART30510

Sommelier Carafe  
130×130×270mm / 145cl 
ART60500

Sommelier White Wine Cooling Carafe 
135×135×280mm / 105cl 
ART60546

Sommelier Red Wine Carafe with Aerator 
200×200×240mm / 185cl  
ART60545
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Mixology
Artland’s Mixology collection is where cocktail making meets 
alchemy! Each cork topped decanter is reminiscent of a beaker 
which you’d expect to find in a chemistry lab.

Made from borosilicate, each of these contemporary decanters 
is decorated with the name of a different spirit on the front, 
and a measuring line on the reverse.

Artland have also truly outdone themselves with the gift 
packaging, as each piece comes safely held within its own 
wooden crate, with text branded on to the back.

®
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Artland  Mixology

Gift Box for Mixology Gin Decanter

 

Gift Box for Mixology Rum Decanter Gift Box for Mixology Vodka Decanter Gift Box for Mixology Whisky Decanter

 

Mixology Gin Decanter 
120×120×225mm / 100cl 
ART22101

 

Mixology Rum Decanter 
120×120×225mm / 100cl 
ART22102

 

Mixology Vodka Decanter 
120×120×225mm / 100cl 
ART22100

 

Mixology Whisky Decanter 
120×120×225mm / 100cl 
ART22104
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Simplicity
The Simplicity range from Artland was launched in the UK in 
2006 and has become a huge success story. From presentation 
pieces such as the splendid trifle bowl through practical items 
such as the ice-lip jug or salad bowl, Simplicity is both timeless 
and modern!

All items are mouth blown and hand crafted and each piece 
is packed in a superb four colour gift box, making this a great 
range either for own use – or a gift!

48
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Artland  Simplicity

Gift Box for Simplicity Ice-lip Jug Gift Box for Glass Honey Pot Gift Box for Simplicity Cake Stand with Straight 
Sided Dome

Gift Box for Simplicity Trifle Bowl

Simplicity Ice-lip Jug  
190×95×230mm / 230cl 
ART85613

Simplicity Carafe & Tumbler  
135×80×195mm / 90cl 
ART85608

Glass Honey Pot 
95×95×130mm / 50cl 
ART42010

 

Simplicity Cake Stand with Round Dome 
280×280×255mm 
ART82007

Simplicity Cake Stand with Straight Sided Dome 
280×280×270mm 
ART82007Z

 

Simplicity Salad Bowl 
230×230×130mm / 495cl  
ART82001

Set of 4 Simplicity Individual Trifle Bowls  
110×110×115mm / 55cl  
ART82009

Simplicity Trifle Bowl 
195×195×210mm / 400cl 
ART82005
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Liqueur Sets
The assortment of liqueur sets is one of the most recognised 
and popular ranges from the Artland collection and has helped 
make the Artland brand so popular. 

Each glass is mouth blown and hand crafted in one of the 
very few factories which still retain the skills to produce these 
miniature glasses.

The long and short stem liqueurs each have six differently 
shaped bowls and an assortment of jewel tone colours within 
the glass, ensuring that no matter how often these delightful 
glasses are used, the colour can never come off. To further 
improve the offer, the sets come with a silver coloured tray to 
make these a wonderful gift.

®
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Artland  Liqueur Sets

Gift Box for 7 Piece Short Stem Liqueur Set Gift Box for 7 Piece Long Stem Liqueur Set

7 Piece Short Stem Liqueur Set 
40×40×95mm / 5cl 
ART60958

7 Piece Long Stem Liqueur Set 
40×40×180mm / 5cl  
ART60953
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Alpine
Artland’s Alpine range is a beautiful collection of festive 
drinkware.

Alpine’s amazingly detailed Fir Tree Forest effect is lasered into 
each glass; paired too with each piece having a metalic and 
festive colouring, it is difficult not to feel as if you’re setting up 
for Christmas just looking at them!

Each piece has a mirrored silver inside, and on the outside one 
of four reflective, metalic colours – Gold, Silver, Red and Green.

All four of the items,  Flute, Wine, Gin and Martini, are available 
in Gold and Silver; plus as accent colours, and to create a 
colourful mix and match set, there are two stems available in 
each Red and Green.

All 12 items are gift boxed in pairs. 

®
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Artland  Alpine

Set of 2 Alpine Cocktail Glasses Gold 
125×125×200mm / 25cl 
ART52724PK2

 

Set of 2 Alpine Cocktail Glasses Silver 
125×125×200mm / 25cl 
ART52734PK2

 

Set of 2 Alpine Champagne Flutes Green 
60×60×270mm / 25cl 
ART52752PK2

Set of 2 Alpine Gin Glasses Gold 
115×115×220mm / 70cl 
ART52723PK2

Set of 2 Alpine Wine Glasses Gold 
90×90×230mm / 45cl 
ART52721PK2

Set of 2 Alpine Wine Glasses  Silver 
90×90×230mm / 45cl 
ART52731PK2

Set of 2 Alpine Wine Glasses  Green 
90×90×230mm / 45cl 
ART52751PK2

Set of 2 Alpine Gin Glasses Silver 
115×115×220mm / 70cl 
ART52733PK2

Set of 2 Alpine Cocktail Glasses Red 
125×125×200mm / 25cl 
ART52744PK2

Set of 2 Alpine Gin Glasses Red 
115×115×220mm / 70cl 
ART52743PK2

Set of 2 Alpine Champagne Flutes Gold 
60×60×270mm / 25cl 
ART52722PK2

Set of 2 Alpine Champagne Flutes Silver 
60×60×270mm / 25cl 
ART52732PK2


